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Welcome to the Issue
(number 5.)
The July/August edition of Broadsheet is here and it’s packed full of features, interviews and lots of
beautiful images. As always, thank you for taking the time to browse through these pages and for
getting involved. At the SCA office we can’t quite believe we are on Issue 5 already. Thanks to your
amazing collections, groundbreaking projects and inspiring work, hopefully the newsletter will continue to go from strength to strength.
Enjoy the Issue!
PS: The SCA have recently launched Facebook and Twitter accounts. We’d love you to check them
out at www.tinyurl.com/scafacebookpage and www.twitter.com/#!/ScotsArchives
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COVER IMAGE
The Gentlewoman Magazine
17th August 1895

Source: University of Dundee
Archives (Tod Family Papers,
Ref: MS 6/11/5/1)

Links and further information:
www.dundee.ac.uk/archives
www.dundee.ac.uk/cais
archives@dundee.ac.uk
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CONSERVATION

little volume as UV light
revealed bits of the text

the bench

otherwise

unreadable.

Then the object was
cleaned and fully treated,
then re-sewn and rebound to make it producible to the public.
The

accretion

sample

was analyzed by the National Museums of Scotland

conservation

de-

partment, using Optical
Microscopy and Scanning
ABOVE: the recipe book under UV light
BACKGROUND: a torn section of the book

Electron Microscopy. The material turned out
to be cotton wool with salt contamination, so

There are times when the conservator’s

no flour or any other substance you could typi-

bench can be blessed by an object capable of

cally find in a kitchen.

tickling one’s imagination. That is what hap-

A bit disappointing, maybe; however nothing

pened to me when a single section booklet

can stop me imagining that 18th century

from the Gift and Deposit Collection of the

kitchen…

National Records of Scotland materialized on
top of my table: an 18th century recipe book
from the papers of the Lindsay Family of
Dowhill.

If you wish to try at home one of those recipes,
here is a Scots favourite take away food three
centuries later:
To Dress Flouks [Sole]

The tantalizing little thing was not at its best,
showing severe damage caused by a large

Take the skin off them and put yolks of eggs

stain spoiling the book in its very middle. It

upon them with grated wheat bread and some

probably occurred when the object was lying

parsley then fry them then serve them up to the

open and was caused by an unknown and

table with beat butter and vinegar and garnish

possibly runny substance which produced

with parsley, horse raddishes and green bay...

the degradation and fading of the ink making
some of the text unreadable; it also weak-

...and then just add chips!

ened the paper which was torn around the
central fold area.
How could I stop my imagination from picturing the scene of an 18th c. kitchen where a
cook is looking at her recipe book to prepare
a special meal for her masters, when sud-

by

Gloria Conti
Conservator
National Records of
Scotland

denly she accidentally knocks something

If you are interested in historic food and

over the precious bound papers?

recipes, or if you have any family favour-

The surface of the paper was showing a whit-

ites that you would like to share, why not

ish accretion which was drawn and put aside

get

to be analyzed. Could the accretion be some

Awareness Campaign: The Edible Ar-

sort of farinaceous deposit?

chive.

Before proceeding with the treatment, I took
photographs of every single page under UV
light, and that proved to be very useful to the
general understanding of the content of the

involved

in

this

year’s

Archives

For more information visit
www.scoarch.org.uk/notice-board/214

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN RELEASE 35,000 IMAGES

Aberdeen University’s Special Collections

erdeen’ utilising the high quality collection

tured images from all over Britain, re-

and Archives have made over 35,000

to explore the development of Aberdeen’s

cording everything from the natural gran-

images from the George Washington

Urban Landscape, which was screened at

deur of Fingal's Cave on the Isle of Staffa to

Wilson and Co. collection available online

Aberdeen’s Cineworld Cinema complex.

the bustle of London's Oxford Street. Wil-

in high-resolution for the first time. The
collection was first digitised in the mid1990s, but the great advances in web
technology have allowed this nineteenth
century collection to be taken into the
twenty-first century.

George Washington Wilson (1823-1893),
born in the North East of Scotland, went
to Edinburgh and then London in the
1840s to train as a portrait miniaturist. He
became established in Aberdeen in the
1850s as an artist and photographer and

The public can now access the collection

quickly made a name for himself among

online and search for a town, city, land-

the middle classes and landed gentry. His

mark or subject. The new high quality

patronage by the Royal Family during

imagery allows the user to ‘zoom in’ re-

their visits to the Balmoral Estates began

vealing intricate details including build-

in 1854 when he was invited to take pho-

ings, signs and human faces.

tographs of the Royal family in the

This new high quality access database
greatly enhances the research potential
of this collection. Aberdeen University’s
honours students in the University’s Filmand Visual Culture Programme created
a 50 minute film entitled - ‘Panoptic Ab-

grounds of Balmoral. He received the official appointment of Photographer Royal
for Scotland in 1860 and his relationship
with the Royal family continued throughout his career.
George Washington Wilson and Co. cap-

son had a staff of photographers including
his son, Charles Wilson, who with senior
staff photographer Fred Hardie toured the
colonial townships of South Africa. Dispatched to capture images of Australia in
1892, Hardie also travelled through Queensland, Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and
Adelaide. These tours provide a vivid picture of gold miners and early settlers at
work and play, and of the native or aboriginal way of life. The company invested in
sourcing independent photographers to
capture the western Mediterranean, where
they took images of Gibraltar and the
south of Spain, Morocco and Tangiers.
www.abdn.ac.uk/historic/gww/index.htm
speclib@abdn.ac.uk

ABOVE L to R: Inverurie Train Station, Aberdeen Union Street Gardens and Slains Castle, Aberdeenshire. BELOW: Crofters

Images reproduced by kind permission
of the University of Aberdeen © 2011

CARMICHAEL WATSON PROJECT:
UNLOCKING THE CELTIC COLLECTOR

Alexander and Mary Frances Carmichael
at Clenamacrie, Argyllshire.

It’s a paltry pile - thirty small volumes nearly

Using this material, he compiled the sump-

people, places and genres. EAC (Encoded

taking up two trolley shelves and yet this is

tuous, six-volume publication ‘Carmina

Archival Context) biographies for informants

cataloguing work for two years. A cushy

Gadelica’. Widely read, it caused contro-

have been created and places have been

number? Not quite, for there is more in

versy as the material was deemed to have

geo-referenced. Some notebooks have also

these notebooks than meets the eye.

been interfered with. Carmichael made

been digitally imaged and a National Manu-

Part of Edinburgh University Archives’ Car-

words and phrases more archaic or seemly

scripts Conservation Trust grant has im-

michael Watson collection, these notebooks

or merged different versions of things,

proved their physical condition.

belonged to Alexander Carmichael (1832-

despite his awareness of the need for au-

1912), an exciseman from Lismore fasci-

thenticity, demonstrated in the care he

nated by his native Gaelic culture. He col-

took to record informants’ details and the

lected folklore throughout Gaelic-speaking

place and date of recording. Through these

families, 850 people and 1400 places.

Scotland, principally in the Outer Hebrides,

surviving field and transcription notebooks

Integral to the project has been combining

where he lived for many years. He would

we can see exactly what Carmichael wrote

the expertise of archivists, academics and

note down any lore which people wished to

down and how he later wrote things up.

EDINA’s programmers to create and bring

tell him from charms, prayers and songs, to

However, seeing is one thing but reading is

together the transcriptions, catalogue, in-

Fenian lays, customs, natural history, ar-

quite another, the poor handwriting, idio-

dex, images and research tools. The statis-

chaeology and etymology.

syncratic spelling and abbreviations, move-

tics alone show that for such a small number

ment between languages and

of notebooks the breadth of material col-

incomplete or erratic nature of

lected is substantial, the work involved in

many

con-

unlocking the material considerable, and

founded numerous researchers.

that these archives are not just of use to the

To open up the collection, this

folklorist but to a myriad of researchers.

entries

having

Facts: 500,000 words transcribed in
3,000 entries covering 530 subjects, 140

Arts and Humanities Research
Council funded project, has
transcribed the notebooks and
TEI (Text Encoding Initiative)
tagged the transcriptions. Each
notebook entry has been catalogued in EAD (Encoded Archival
Description) and indexed for

www.carmichaelwatson.lib.ed.ac.uk
www.carmichaelwatson.blogspot.com
www.tinyurl.com/carmichaelwatsonfacebookpage
www.twitter.com/#!/Coll97CW

subjects, families, organisations,

now meet the project archivist ...

course swung it for me! Well, that, thoroughly enjoying
the work I did as a student in Special Collections on 18th
century books and deeming (rightly or wrongly) an
archives qualification one which would travel better.
WHAT PROJECTS ARE YOU WORKING ON AT

Images reproduced
by kind permission of
the University of Edinburgh
© 2011

THE MOMENT?
The Carmichael Watson Project is creating a valuable
online resource by transcribing, cataloguing and tagging the field and transcription notebooks of Alexander
Carmichael a 19th century Gaelic folklorist and antiquarian and the compiler of ‘Carmina Gadelica: Ortha
nan Gàidheal’, a collection of Gaelic hymns, prayers,
charms and songs. Unusually, every item within each
notebook (some 3,000 items) is being catalogued and
indexed in order to open up the whole collection.
WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITH AN UNLIMITED
Kirsty is currently on secondment from the
National Records of Scotland to the Carmichael Watson Project based at the University of Edinburgh’s Special Collections,
where she has been cataloguing folklore
notebooks and, latterly, managing the project.
DESCRIBE ARCHIVES IN THREE WORDS.

BUDGET?
In my current post, I would start from the beginning
with the Carmichael Watson Collection sorting, cataloguing and conserving it. So much use has been made
of the papers since they were accessioned in 1948 that
they are pretty much in the order they were in then,
which alas! was no real order at all.
In general, I’d like to see the digitisation, indexing and
geo-linking (where possible) of the Ordnance Survey

Essential. Intriguing. Compelling.

Name Books and Inland Revenue Field Books (1909-

WHAT ARE THE MAIN CHALLENGES CUR-

1915) and accompanying maps. There is so much to be

RENTLY FACED BY THE SECTOR?

gained from geographical and place name records. The

The archives sector has never been awash with
money and has always struggled to make itself

possibilities of then linking this to other resources are
many.

seem worthy of investment. With the precarious

WHAT HAS BEEN THE HIGHLIGHT OF YOUR CA-

state of funding for archives it seems that the chal-

REER SO FAR?

lenge facing archivists is prioritising what work can

My current post has been a real gem as it has allowed

be done with the few resources they have and

me to combine my two disciplines of Archives and

knowing when to say ‘No’ to the next great wheeze

Gaelic studies. Personally, it’s been great to reconnect

for the sake of good service and maintenance of

with Gaelic culture and history, to work closely with a

professionalism. It also makes advocacy a greater

specific collection and also to feel that some of the new

issue, which makes this years ARA conference

approaches the project has taken in relation to index-

theme seem all the more pertinent.

ing, geo-referencing place names, creating EAC biogra-

WHY ARCHIVES?

phies and tagging transcriptions will enhance research-

By graduation I had a degree in Gaelic Studies and a
couple of years experience at Aberdeen University’s
Special Collections. My realistic options were postgraduate studies in Gaelic poetry, Gaelic broadcast-

ers’ knowledge of the collection and of Gaelic Scotland.
These approaches can also be built upon for future
resources so I’m very proud of being part of the Carmichael Watson Project.

ing or archivist. Finding that Dublin had an archives

… INTERVIEW

Kirsty M Stewart
Carmichael Watson Project Archivist

SHOWCASE
Mount Stuart Archives
The Bute Archive at Mount Stuart is a
private collection comprising the personal, business and estate papers of the
Earls and Marquesses of Bute and the
families to which they are connected by
marriage. The archive is owned by the 7th
Marquess of Bute and administered on
his behalf by the Mount Stuart Trust
(MST).
Although several custodians cared for
the archive in the 20th century, there was
no professional archivist appointed until

Images reproduced by kind permission of
the Bute Archive at Mount Stuart © 2011

1997. At that time, the archives were
kept in unsuitable storage conditions
across several properties owned by the

controlled, are regularly monitored and a

begun to transfer our existing catalogues to

Marquess in the UK, including Dumfries

gas-based fire suppression system was in-

Calm; these will eventually be published

House in Ayrshire and Mount Stuart on

stalled to minimise damage to the docu-

online and available for public viewing. As

the Isle of Bute. Under the direction of

ments should fire occur. To date, the cata-

our current searchroom facilities only allow

the archivist, an initiative was launched

loguing programme has produced detailed

us to host researchers on a limited basis (and

to centralise the archive collections at

descriptions for some 35 collections within

by appointment only), we are looking into

Mount Stuart and to provide appropriate

the archive, including the personal papers of

ways we can develop these for the benefit of

rd

storage for them. A cataloguing pro-

the 3 Earl of Bute (the first Scottish prime

future visitors. In the interim, we offer a paid

gramme began at the same time to pro-

minister) and the 4th Marquess’s Mary

research service to enable access for those

duce detailed descriptions of the collec-

Queen of Scots collection (including an eye-

who cannot visit in person.

tions which met with professional stan-

witness account of her execution).

dards.

Privately-held family and estate archives form

2011 marks the beginning of the next stage

a significant part of the archival landscape of

The transformation of the archive from

of development for the Bute Archive. The

Scotland. Whether through design or neces-

what it was in 1997 to what it has be-

effort to organise, preserve and describe

sity, the majority of these are often inaccessi-

come today is remarkable. The archives

this nationally and internationally important

ble to historical researchers but I hope that

are stored in over 3,500 acid-free boxes

collection of archives was made with the

the opening up of the collections within the

across 3 connecting storage areas at

intention to open them to the public and

Bute Archive will illustrate that this does not

Mount Stuart, one of which has been

promote opportunities for education. Up-

always have to be the case.

equipped with mobile shelving. Tem-

coming projects will focus on turning this

perature and relative humidity, while not

intention into a reality. A programme has

Barbara McLean, Archivist
(barbara@mountstuart.com)

Above: Mount Stuart, Isle of Bute. Below L to R: Storage area: before and after , The Italian travel journal of John Stuart, 3 rd Earl of Bute, 1769
(All images are the copyright of the Bute Archive at Mount Stuart)

The SAFHS will be celebrating its 25th

Promoting the Study of Family History

anniversary in October this year. From
its inception in 1986 as the result of a
need for Scottish family history societies

the Scottish Association of Family History Societies

to better communicate with one another, the membership of SAFHS has
grown to include all of the established

member societies are encouraged to organ-

societies. Through its member societies

family history societies in Scotland. It

ize regular meetings and workshops, and

SAFHS represents approximately 37,000

also lists amongst its membership sev-

through their journals they also publicise

individual family historians in the UK, and

eral national and regional bodies from

many other events and courses.

probably almost as many overseas.

The SAFHS holds a very popular annual con-

SAFHS is represented on the User Group

ference, regarded by many to be the leading

of the National Records of Scotland, the

around the world, and other groups
within Scotland which have an interest
in family history.

event of its type in Scotland. The organiza-

ScotlandsPeople Executive, the Scottish

The main aims of

tion also publishes a range of booklets, gen-

Council on Archives, the National Commit-

SAFHS

to

erally on topics covering the whole of Scot-

tee on Carved Stones in Scotland and the

promote

and

land, notably the three publications on Par-

VisitScotland Ancestral Tourism Group. It

encourage

the

ish Registers and Kirk Session Registers, and

also seeks to co-operate with local archive

study of Scottish

has also compiled an inventory on CD listing

centres, museums and other public bodies

family

details of all 3511 known burial grounds in

across Scotland.

are

history,

and to provide a
forum

Scotland.

for the
of

The Council of SAFHS meets twice each year,

information

to debate matters which are of importance

among the mem-

to family historians in Scotland, and defines

ber

societies.

policy. It can, by discussion, agree and set

The

individual

satisfactory standards for family history

exchange

Further information can be found on the
SAFHS website at www.safhs.org.uk

Bruce B Bishop
Chairman of the SAFHS

SCA Records Retention Schedule Project (SCARRS)

Here are recent amendments made to the Scottish Local Authority retention
schedules. Full details of all amendments can be found on the SCARRS
Amendment page of the SCA website:
www.scoarch.org.uk/projects/retentionschedules/scarrsamendments

Amendments:
Section 02.010 Supporting Children of the Children and Family Services
schedule has been updated to remove items on “general enquiries” and
“children looked after at home/on home supervision order” as these were
superfluous and misleading.
Section 12.003 Financial provisions management of the Finance schedule
has been updated to include register of gifts and hospitality received by individual members of staff.
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